Day Five Disaster Update – Incoming

By Anna Von Reitz

Now we have "mysterious" 35-40 foot waves come at us from a non-descript focus point in the Pacific. No volcano. No earthquake. Just 35-40 foot waves out of the clear blue.

This isn't enough to get to us, because we are on high ground --- but is enough to play havoc with the Port of Anchorage and possibly a lot of other port facilities in South Central Alaska, making it very difficult to supply Alaska with the food and other supplies needed by a population of more than half a million people.

This on top of a 7.0 Earthquake and the Russians claiming that Jesus was a red-haired Russian called "Radomir".

Sometimes, faced with the whole panoply, one doesn't know whether to laugh or cry. Here are all these grown-up people causing trouble, and acting like children at the same time.

Absent the waves and whatever destruction they cause (I am assuming the same source -- US NAVY again.) we are back on our feet. Fuels are being re-supplied, messes chucked in dustbins, broken dishes and shelves and doorposts hauled away, food replenished.

Your contributions are allowing us to replace urgent losses and resettle people and functions and get on the road again and I do thank everyone who is tugging at the oars. We couldn't do this without you. As Q says-- Where we go one, we go all.

And all in.

This is Day One for our team member who fell off her ice-covered second story porch yesterday and she is very, very sore. Somehow she avoided broken bones in a twenty foot fall onto frozen ground, which is a miracle in itself, but she has suffered bad muscle damage and is in a lot of pain. It will take several weeks before she is back to anything like "normal" and meantime, her husband faces bypass surgery. And both are now unemployed--- one because of the earthquake, and one because of the ice storm that has followed.

Sounds like a chapter out of "Doctor Kildare" or "General Hospital".

Many of the private and specialist clinics have been forced to close subject to inspections and gas shut-offs and other results of the earthquake, but the main hospitals have stayed open. This is making after-care and cancer care expensive and hard to find, but we are muddling through.

One of our members went through an especially awful wake up call. For reasons we don't understand, the mirrored glass closet doors in their kid's bedrooms shattered like shrapnel and the jagged pieces embedded themselves into the posts of two sets of bunkbeds and shredded the blankets, sheets and mattresses their children would have been sleeping on an hour or so before this earthquake happened.
If you are a parent you can appreciate looking at big jagged pieces of glass stabbing through your son's pillow, right where his head could have been--- and was, only about an hour and a half before this happened. Needless to say, the mirrored glass closet doors won't be replaced, even if it makes the room look smaller!

Other than getting the furnace re-wired we haven't had time yet to deal with other material losses. It has all been clean up and repair and restock.

And now we are waiting for "the Mother of All Bore Tides" ---- a series of "mysterious" breakers, 35 to 40 feet tall, three times larger than any normal high tide or storm breakers to hit the Knik Inlet and Anchorage Port, which could also take out the Anchorage railroad terminal for good measure and knock out railroad and highway bridges.

People are evacuating from low lying offices and facilities, but the only official warnings are coming from one radio station that is blaring it and alternate news sources.

This is NOT-- repeat NOT--- any normal after-an-earthquake tsunami. This is an "anomalous" ridge of water out in the Pacific that just appeared out of nowhere and which was not triggered by any normal seismic event or volcanic activity.

The profile of this onrushing wall of water is again consistent with the use of ULF and ELF Resonance Weapons operated by the US NAVY. So the idiots in Belgium are still trying to attack us and still trying to save their B.E.A.S.T. system long after any Prudent Man would know that the jig is up.

It's just destruction for the sake of destruction now. Spite vented on innocent people by criminals. Their "beautiful wickedness" is melting, melting.... and they will have to start all over again with some other schtick.

Next time you see the Babylonian Slave Masters sneaking into town, as they did during the reign of Queen Victoria, you will recognize them for what they are, and you will do exactly what George Herbert Walker Bush said you'd do: you will hang them.
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